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Abstract
Multiple myeloma is a prevalent and incurable disease, despite the development of new and effective drugs.
The recent development of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-T cell therapy has shown impressive results in
the treatment of patients with relapsed or refractory hematological B cell malignancies. In the recent years,
B-cell maturation antigen (BCMA) has appeared as a promising antigen to target using a variety of immunotherapy treatments including CART cells, for MM patients. To this end, we generated clinical-grade murine
CART cells directed against BCMA, named ARI2m cells. Having demonstrated its efficacy, and in an attempt to avoid the immune rejection of CART cells by the patient, the single chain variable fragment was
humanized, creating ARI2h cells. ARI2h cells demonstrated comparable in vitro and in vivo efficacy to
ARI2m cells, and superiority in cases of high tumor burden disease. In terms of inflammatory response,
ARI2h cells showed a lower TNFα production and lower in vivo toxicity profile. Large-scale expansion of
both ARI2m and ARI2h cells was efficiently conducted following Good Manufacturing Practice guidelines,
obtaining the target CART cell dose required for treatment of multiple myeloma patients. Moreover, we
demonstrate that soluble BCMA and BCMA released in vesicles impacts on CAR-BCMA activity. In summary, this study sets the bases for the implementation of a clinical trial (EudraCT code: 2019-001472-11) to
study the efficacy of ARI2h cell treatment for multiple myeloma patients.
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Introduction
Multiple myeloma (MM) remains an incurable hematologic malignancy 1 responsible for 15-20% of all hematological malignancies 1, 2 with an average increase of 0.8% of new cases each year over the past decade 3.
The natural history of MM is relapse until refractory disease without reaching a plateau of survival with less
than 10% of patients achieving sustained complete remission (CR) beyond 5-10 years after autologous stemcell transplantation (ASCT) 4. Moreover, patients are rarely cured after high-dose chemotherapy followed by
ASCT indicating that novel strategies are required to improve the survival of relapsed/refractory (R/R) MM
patients.
In the recent years, chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)T cell immunotherapy, based on the infusion of genetically modified autologous T cells to recognize an antigen expressed on the tumor cell, has changed the modality of treatment for certain hematological malignancies. Specifically, in acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(ALL) and lymphomas targeting CD19 using CART cells has achieved outstanding responses 5-8. In MM, B
cell maturation antigen (BCMA) 9-11, has appeared as the most promising target for CART cell immunotherapy.
Clinical studies in R/R MM patients receiving CART-BCMA cells have demonstrated outstanding responses
12
. Unfortunately patients end-up relapsing 12, 13. Interestingly, in comparison to CART19, a higher CART
cell dose is required to achieve responses, being 150x106 of CART cells the lowest dose required to obtain
response in R/R patients to a median of 7 lines of treatment 12, 14. Moreover, it has been shown that a deepening of the response is obtained over time 12. In addition, the use of humanized or human CARs instead of
murine CARs is appearing as the current trend in CART cell immunotherapy 15, 16.
Here, using the same structure developed for a CAR19 (ARI-0001), a CAR that has already been used in a
Phase I clinical trial (NCT03144583) for B cell malignancies at our institution 17, we generated an academic
murine CAR against BCMA (ARI2m) and a humanized version (ARI2h). The efficacy and inflammatory
response of both ARI2m and ARI2h cells were compared. Both CART cells showed a comparable anti-MM
activity. However, a higher efficacy for ARI2h cells in cases of high tumor burden was observed. Also, the
feasibility of clinical-grade expansion was tested in parallel in two different institutions and successfully
achieved for both CARs. Finally, the impact of soluble BCMA (sBCMA) in ARI2m cells activity was analyzed demonstrating how sBCMA can negatively impact the CAR-BCMA activity. Taken together, this
study sets the bases for a multicenter Clinical Trial for MM patients with ARI2h cells in Spain (EudraCT
code: 2019-001472-11).
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Methods
Ethics Statement: Research involving human materials was approved by Ethical Committee of Clinical
Research (Hospital Clinic, Barcelona). Peripheral blood (PB) T cells were obtained from healthy donors after
informed consent. All animal work was performed under the Ethical Committee of Animal Research (Hospital Clínic, Barcelona).
Cloning and humanization strategy: anti-BCMA scFv was designed from J22.9 antibody 18. Human CD8a
domains, 4-1BB and CD3ζ domains were obtained from the CART19 used at our Institution 17. Anti-CD19
scFv was substituted for the anti-BCMA scFv of J22.9 antibody. To obtain ARI2h, the scFv sequence of
J22.9 antibody was humanized using two predictive models (Blast and Germline). Selected amino acids (excluding Complementarity-Determining Region (CDR) and Vernier zone) were substituted for their homologous sequence in humans.
Predictive in silico models: immunogenicity against MHC-I was predicted with NetMHC-4.0 19-21 as previously described 15. In detail, binding affinities of every 9-mer peptides from both scFv that are not encoded
by the human genome were evaluated for 12 HLA-I alleles (5 type A and 7 type B) to predict binding affinity. As humanized ARI2h scFv contains human framework regions, only sub-peptides from CDRs and
Vernier zone were considered. The affinity threshold to select only strong binders was <100nM. Binding
affinity: structural models derived for each antibody-BCMA pair were built with M4T 22 using the crystal
structure of the J22.9xi-BCMAhuman complex (4ZFO) 18 from the Protein Data Bank 23 as template. The
quality and stereochemistry of the model was assessed using Prosa-II 24 and PROCHECK 25 respectively. For
each structural complex antibody-antigen model a total of 100 minimization trajectories were performed,
followed by an estimation of the binding affinity as the energy difference between the complex and its separated components (ddG). Minimization and ddG analysis were carried out with Rosetta Design Suite 26, 27.
The quality of the binding affinity model was very high 28 due to the high level of sequence identity between
target sequences and template showing similar protein-protein interfaces (Supplementary Figure 1D).
Clinical grade production of ARI2 cells: Lentiviral particles were produced inside a clean room facility
following GMP guidelines as previously described 17. ARI2h/ARI2m cells clinical-grade were produced
using CliniMACS Prodigy (Miltenyi, Biotec) as previously described 17.
See also Supplementary Methods.
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Results
ARI2m cells demonstrate potent anti-myeloma activity
ARI2m sequence (Supplementary Figure 1A) contains the scFv sequence of the anti-BCMA antibody J22.9
18
, which has been shown to be effective against MM 29, and human CD8a, 4-1BB and CD3ζ as hinge,
transmembrane, co-stimulatory and signaling domains (Figure 1A). CART cell transfection efficiencies varied between 30-60% in different experiments. CAR expression was retained after cryopreservation (Supplementary Figure 1B). ARI2m cells efficacy was tested against ARP1 and U266 MM cells by co-culturing T
cells and MM cells at an E:T ratio of 1:1 over four days. ARI2m cells efficiently eliminated MM cells in
comparison to UT T cells (Figure 1B) while no cytotoxicity was observed against a BCMA-negative cell line
(K562) demonstrating specificity of ARI2m cells (Figure 1B). In addition, limiting dilution cytotoxicity assays from 1:1 to 0.125 E:T ratios demonstrated a high efficacy of ARI2m cells by eliminating MM cells at a
low E:T ratio at 36h (Figure 1C), which continued to increase at 72h (Supplementary Figure 1C).
The production of pro-inflammatory cytokines by ARI2m cells was analyzed after co-culturing ARI2m cells
and MM cells at different E:T ratios, at 24 and 48h. A high IFNγ production was observed at 24h which increased at 48h (Figure 1D). Some IFNγ production was detected for UT T cells as expected, as UT T cells
are activated during in vitro expansion. Minimum levels of IL6 were detected at 24h which increased at 48h
(Figure 1D). TNFα production decreased at 48h in comparison to 24h suggesting that TNFα is produced at
early times of CART activation (Figure 1D).
In vivo efficacy of ARI2m cells was analyzed in a murine model where NSG-mice received 1x106 of ARP1
MM cells. Mice were treated 6 days later with either 10x106 of UT cells or 10x106 of T cells containing
2x106 of ARI2m cells (Figure 1E). ARI2m cells prevented disease progression and performed better than UT
T cells (Figure 1E-1F). As expected, this translated into an increased survival (Figure 1G). Furthermore,
analysis of mice tissues at experimental end-point showed absence of MM cells in BM and spleen (Figure
1H). T cells were mainly in the spleen (Figure 1I), whereas CART cells proliferated mainly in BM, as indicated by a higher percentage of CART cells from the whole T cell population in BM than in spleen (Figure
1I). Moreover, sBCMA was analyzed as an additional marker for MM progression in mice serum. As expected, a high amount of sBCMA was detected in mice treated with UT T cells while no sBCMA was found
in mice treated with ARI2m cells (Figure 1J).
Humanization of ARI2m does not change affinity binding against human BCMA and enhances cytotoxicity against highly advanced myeloma disease
Early disappearance of CART cells 15 is associated with a xenorecognition of the murine component of the
CAR scFV by the human immune system. To circumvent this problem, we designed a humanized sequence
of the scFv of ARI2m (Supplementary Figure 1A). Two different humanized variants were created based on
two different predictive algorithms (Blast and Germline) by substitution of amino acids of the variable regions of heavy and light chains. In vitro comparison of efficacy of both variants demonstrated that Germline
variant had a slightly higher anti-MM activity (Figure 2A) and equal specificity, since none of them eliminated K562 cells (Figure 2A). Therefore, Germline variant, which was termed ARI2h, was selected for additional characterization. Predictive in silico models for immunogenicity of both scFv demonstrated higher
immunogenicity for ARI2m than ARI2h (Figure 2B). Then, binding affinity prediction of both scFv against
murine and human BCMA showed that both scFv bind to human BCMA with similar affinity while being
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unable to bind mouse BCMA (Figure 2C). Structural comparison between both scFv showed that most structural changes during the humanization were concentrated in the heavy chain of the antibody. CDR regions on
the antibody included no mutations and presented almost no structural drift (Figure 2D), reinforcing the idea
that both antibodies presented an almost identical binding surface. Afterwards, we analyzed whether T cell
transfection with either ARI2m or ARI2h CAR constructs would lead to different phenotypes in ARI2 cells.
We did not observe any difference neither in the proportion of ARI2+CD4 and ARI2+CD8 cell populations
(Figure 2E) nor in the proportion of memory T cell subsets (Supplementary Figure 1E).
Moreover, as a slightly lower in vitro efficacy of ARI2h vs ARI2m cells was noticed (Figure 2A), a longterm cytotoxicity assay was performed by co-culturing tumor and ARI2 cells at low E:T (0.125:1) ratio. This
assay showed slower killing kinetics for ARI2h cells, but an equal anti-MM activity at longer time-points
(Figure 2F). Accordingly, T cell proliferation upon CAR-antigen binding was slower for ARI2h cells (Figure
2G). In addition, whereas the same level of IFNγ was produced by both CART cells, a lower TNFα and
similar IL6 production was detected for ARI2h cells (Figure 2H).
Anti-MM activity of ARI2h and ARI2m cells was further evaluated using two different in vivo models of
MM (early and advanced disease models). Mice received MM cells on day 0 and were treated with 5x106 of
CART cells either on day 6 or 14 to create an early and advanced model of disease, respectively (Figure 3A3B). In the early disease model, ARI2h and ARI2m cells equally prevented MM progression (Figure 3A and
3C). Around day 50, mice started to show signs of toxicity, which was more severe in the ARI2m group and
translated into lower survival for this group (Figure 3D). These results suggested that toxicity was related to
a global higher number of T cells proliferating in the ARI2m-treated group, as previously observed 30. In the
advanced disease model, whereas ARI2m abrogated disease progression completely, minimal levels of MM
disease were detected in the ARI2h group at certain time points (Figure 3B) although this difference was not
significant (Figure 3C). Interestingly, mice treated with ARI2h cells showed again an increased survival
consistent with lower toxicity in comparison to ARI2m cells (Figure 3D). Accordingly, in both disease models, the global number of T cells was higher for ARI2m than for ARI2h cells (Figure 3E), which might explain the higher xeno-GVHD observed in the ARI2m-treated group. Importantly, majority of T cells in BM
corresponded to CART cells, for both ARI2m and ARI2h cells, and in both disease models (Figure 3E).
Lastly, mice serum analysis showed that both CARs secreted high amounts of IFNγ. However, and in agreement with previous observations of a slower kinetics for ARI2h cells, IFNγ production was slower in the
ARI2h group. Thus, in the early model, IFNγ could not be detected in the ARI2h group 3 days after CART
infusion but was higher at day 31 (Figure 3F). Similarly, in the advanced disease model, no IFNγ was detected at day 5 for ARI2h cells, but levels increased at day 21 (Figure 3F).
These results suggested a faster activity of ARI2m vs ARI2h cells, which in cases of high tumor burden,
might lead to faster CART cell exhaustion and their disappearance. To test this hypothesis, a third in vivo
experiment with a lower CART cell dose (3x106) was performed. Disease burden was higher at the time of
CART cell injection compared to previous experiments (Figure 3B vs Figure 4A). In this model, neither
ARI2m nor ARI2h cells could avoid disease progression (Figure 4B). However, ARI2h cells performance
was better than ARI2m cells slowing disease progression (Figure 4B). At final time point, when mice were
euthanized due to disease progression and not to xeno-GVHD, T cells in mice at the time of sacrifice were
almost undetectable (Figure 4C). However, mice treated with ARI2h cells presented higher number of
ARI2h cells in BM (Figure 4C). This data suggests that slower CART proliferation could lead to longer
CART cell persistence and superior anti-tumor activity in cases of high tumor burden. To further support
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these findings, we exposed both ARI2m and ARI2h cells to consecutive in vitro challenges with MM (Figure
4D). In agreement with the lower ARI2m efficacy observed under high tumor burden disease, these experiments demonstrated more durable persistence for CD4 and CD8-ARI2h cells, which was not consistent for
ARI2m cells (Figure 4E).
ARI2h cells induce lower TNFα production than ARI2m cells
Previous studies have shown that macrophages, after being activated by CART cells, are the main producers
of IL6, IL1β and TNFα 31, 32 which leads to cytokine release syndrome (CRS) development in patients.
Therefore, to further analyze the pro-inflammatory profile of both CARs we established an in vitro system
adding macrophages. Thus, co-cultures of effector and target cells were conducted in the presence of macrophages (Figure 5A). Macrophages addition did not affect CART cell cytotoxicity (Figure 5B). IFNγ was only
slightly increased but a very significant increase was detected for IL6, TNFα and IL1β, the last one not being
detected in the absence of macrophages (Figure 5C). Next, we compared the pro-inflammatory activity of
ARI2m cells and ARI2h cells over two days using this setting. We observed similar IFNγ, IL6 and IL1β
production for both CARs (Figure 5D) but TNFα production was lower for ARI2h cells, consistent with the
long-term in vitro assay previously performed (Figure 2H) and the lower in vivo toxic activity for ARI2h
compared to ARI2m cells.
Efficient clinical production and activity of ARI2 cells
Pre-clinical data presented here supports the development of a Phase I Multicenter Clinical Trial for MM
patients (EudraCT code: 2019-001472-11) to evaluate the efficacy of ARI2 cells. The feasibility of largescale, clinical-grade production was tested both for ARI2m and ARI2h cells using T cells from healthy donors. CART cell production system has been previously established at our institution and being used in an
ongoing phase I clinical trial with a CAR19 product (ARI-0001) 17. Four expansions were conducted for each
CAR in two different institutions. Both ARI2m and ARI2h cells were efficiently expanded and the required
CART cell dose (>150x106 CART cells) 12 was achieved in all cases (Figure 6A and 6B). Anti-MM activity
for both ARI2h and ARI2m cells was also demonstrated (Figure 6C). In both institutions, all productions
achieved the minimum threshold required for product release (Figure 6D and 6E).
Soluble and released BCMA impacts ARI2 cells activity
Clinical studies with CART19 in ALL have shown that 1x106 CARTcells/kg is sufficient to achieve CR 5. In
MM however a higher dose is needed (>150x106) 12. BCMA is cleaved and released as soluble BCMA
(sBCMA) into the extracellular milieu 33. We hypothesized that sBCMA can bind to CAR-BCMA, partially
hampering its anti-MM activity, thereby explaining the high CAR-BCMA dose required to achieve CR in
MM patients. Therefore, we measured the amount of sBCMA in serum of patients with monoclonal
gammopathy of undetermined significance, in newly diagnosed MM patients and at relapse. As expected, we
observed higher amount of sBCMA in MM patients (Figure 7A).
To test whether sBCMA inhibits CART activity, MM cells were co-cultured with ARI2m cells in the presence of recombinant BCMA protein. Results confirmed that recombinant BCMA blocks ARI2m cells activity in terms of cytotoxicity and IFNγ production (Figure 7B). As MM patients presented around 100 ng/mL of
sBCMA, a titration assay with recombinant BCMA demonstrated an inhibition of ARI2m cells activity up to
32 ng/mL of BCMA (Figure 7C). BCMA shedding is mediated by γ-secretase, which directly cleaves and
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releases BCMA into the milieu decreasing surface BCMA expression. Therefore, BCMA shedding can be
blocked using γ-secretase inhibitors 33. To analyze the effect of a γ-secretase inhibitor (DAPT), we measured
membrane bound BCMA in MM cells and the amount of sBCMA before and after treating MM cells with
DAPT. As expected, DAPT treatment increased BCMA surface expression in MM cells and decreased release of sBCMA (Figure 7D and 7E). Increase in membrane-bound BCMA and decreased sBCMA associated to DAPT treatment was also detected after co-culturing MM cells with UT T cells (Figure 7D and 7E). In
the case of ARI2m/MM cells co-culture, DAPT addition decreased the amount of sBCMA, as expected.
However, membrane-bound BCMA was poorly detected due to the high ARI2m cells in vitro activity eliminating MM cells (Figure 7D and 7E). Having demonstrated that DAPT treatment prevents BCMA shedding,
we tested whether this effect results on enhanced ARI2m cells activity. This analysis was conducted in
transwell plates, where untouched MM cells were placed in the upper well and ARI2m-MM cells co-culture
in the lower well (Figure 7F). In this setting, MM cells in the upper well are continuously releasing sBCMA.
Cytotoxicity assay showed reduced ARI2m cells cytotoxicity and IFNγ production in the presence of
sBCMA (with MM cells in the upper well), compared to the control without MM cells in the upper well
(Figure 7G). Moreover, DAPT addition in this transwell assay enhanced the cytotoxicity and IFNγ production of ARI2m cells without impacting the proliferation of ARI2m cells (Figure 7G).
In addition, using confocal fluorescence microscopy we observed that BCMA is released from MM cells in
vesicles (Figure 7H) in a mechanism that could also reduce CART cell activity. Therefore, to confirm that
these BCMA vesicles could impact temporarily CAR-BCMA activity, MM cells over-expressing BCMA
fused to GFP (MM-BCMA-GFP) were co-cultured with ARI2m cells for 3 hours and time-lapse in vivo imaging was performed. We confirmed that BCMA released in vesicles bind to ARI2m cells distracting ARI2m
cells from their target MM cells (Figure 7I and Supplementary Movie 1). Moreover, we also observed that
ARI2m cells after contacting MM cells could acquire in their membranes BCMA from the surface of MM
cells, and as a consequence, fratricide was observed between ARI2m cells (Figure 7J and Supplementary
Movie 2). To further confirm this event, ARI2m and MM cells co-cultured in presence of a trogocytosis
inhibitor (LatrunculinA) showed decreased % of BCMA acquisition for ARI2m cells (Figure 7K). In addition, ARI2m cells after acquiring BCMA in their membranes showed decreased anti-MM activity (Figure
7L).
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Discussion
BCMA was identified in 2013 10 as the most promising antigen for CART cell immunotherapy for the treatment of R/R MM patients, a finding which was confirmed in different clinical studies in MM patients 12, 13
and led us to develop our murine CAR-BCMA cells with 4-1BB as co-stimulatory domain (ARI2m cells).
ARI2m cells demonstrated a high anti-MM activity which is retained in their humanized version (ARI2h
cells). Additionally, a higher efficacy of ARI2h vs ARI2m cells was observed in vivo in mice with high tumor burden. Our results set the bases for a multicenter Phase I/II Clinical Trial for R/R MM patients with
ARI2h cells in Spain.
The success of BCMA as a target for CART cell immunotherapy was demonstrated for first time in patients
with a CAR-BCMA with CD28 as co-stimulatory domain. However, this CAR displayed high toxicity 14.
Therefore, CD28 was replaced by 4-1BB, and the new CAR (bb2121) demonstrated manageable toxicity and
that a minimum dose of 150x106 CART cells is required to obtain responses 12. In parallel, two additional
studies 13, 34, demonstrated that a lower number of previous treatments led to better responses, and that shortterm CAR T cell expansion is more consistent after lymphodepletion 34. Different factors influence CART
cell expansion and persistence that will enhance the long-term control of the disease 5, 12, 13, 34, a factor that
needs to be improved with CAR-BCMA therapy, as a high number of MM patients end-up relapsing 12, 13.
One of the suggested reasons for this is the limited persistence of CART cells. In this regard, human or humanized CARs by avoiding the immunological reaction of the human immune system against the murine
components of the scFv of the CAR might increase the persistence of CART cells 15, 16, 30. Based on these
previous studies, and supported by our results showing that both ARI2m and ARI2h cells equally avoided
disease progression, we selected ARI2h cells, which are humanized CAR-BCMA cells, to be used for a clinical trial for MM patients (EudraCT code: 2019-001472-11).
Moreover, long-term CART cell persistence associate with durability of remission 5, 12, 13, 34. Factors impacting on long-term CART cell persistence include the exhaustion profile of CART cells 29, 35 and the affinity
for the target antigen in combination with the co-stimulatory domain of CART cells. In this regard, studies in
CART19 with CD28 and 4-1BB have demonstrated that a strong activation of CART cells, due to high affinity or high expression of the target antigen combined with CD28 domain, leads to faster CART cell proliferation with increased exhaustion and shorter persistence. On the contrary, slower CART activation, due to
lower affinity to the target antigen or to 4-1BB domain, reduces exhaustion improving persistence 35-376, 38, 39.
Here, even though ARI2m and ARI2h cells had 4-1BB co-stimulatory domain and presented the same affinity against human BCMA, ARI2h cells had slower kinetic activity, and demonstrated higher efficacy than
ARI2m cells in a high tumor burden disease murine model and higher persistence after consecutive challenges to tumor cells.
A high incidence of CRS and neurotoxicity are common events occurring after CART cell administration 5,
. Although they are efficiently managed following international guidelines 43, 44, the ideal CART
treatment should try to minimize CRS development. Here, the use of ARI2h cells instead of ARI2m is further supported by the observation of lower TNFα in vitro production of ARI2h cells. Whereas IL6 is the
effector cytokine for CRS 31, 45, 46 which exponentially increases as CRS develops, other cytokines such as
TNFα and IL1β 31, 32 are the main initiators of CRS, as they are produced at early time points by monocytes
and macrophages once they are activated by IFNγ produced by CART cells. In fact, TNFα, acts as an initiator cytokine orchestrating the cytokine cascade in many inflammatory diseases appearing as a therapeutic
12, 13, 34, 40-42
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target for inflammatory diseases 46. Here, our in vitro model with macrophages mimicking a more similar
model to the in vivo scenario, demonstrates that ARI2h cells induced lower TNFα production by macrophages, a relevant finding, as CRS in MM patients after CAR-BCMA treatment associates with a higher
peak of TNFα 12. Moreover, CARs with a faster kinetic associate with higher CRS 37, suggesting that the
slower kinetics of ARI2h cells in comparison to ARI2m cells might also explain the lower in vivo toxicity
observed.
Last, here, the impact of sBCMA on CART activity was analyzed. Even though studies with CAR-BCMA in
MM have not found any correlation between sBCMA and CART activity 10, 12, 34, 47, we observed that the
high in vitro CART activity rapidly eliminating MM cells impedes to analyze properly the role of sBCMA in
preclinical studies. Our in vitro models performed at a low CAR-BCMA:MM ratio, with the creation of an
environment with continuous release of sBCMA, and the addition of a γ-secretase inhibitor confirmed the
negative impact of sBCMA on CAR-BCMA activity. Moreover, we observed that BCMA is also released in
vesicles structures distracting CART cells from their targets, and that BCMA can be transferred to CART
cells in a mechanism which appears trogocytosis, a finding already observed for CART19 cells 48, causing
decreased ARI2m cells anti-MM activity.
In conclusion, we have developed CAR-BCMA cells with 4-1BB as co-stimulatory domain that have been
humanized retaining high efficacy and demonstrating a lower toxicity than their murine counterpart. ARI2
cells can be efficiently expanded under GMP conditions for its use in a clinical trial. Moreover, we demonstrate that sBCMA and released BCMA from MM cells can impact CART activity.
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Figure legends:
Figure 1: ARI2m cells demonstrate potent in vitro and in vivo anti-myeloma activity. (A) Design of ARI2m. (B) Cytotoxicity
assays of ARI2m against ARP1 and U266 (MM cell lines) and non-myeloma K562 cells performed from 24-96h. (C) Limiting dilution cytotoxicity assay against ARP1 and U266 performed at ratios from 1:1 to 0.125.1 (T cell: Tumor cell line) at 36h. (D) Cytokine
profile of IFNγ, IL-6 and TNF-α after 24h and 48h of co-culturing T cells and ARP1 cells. (E-J) In vivo efficacy of ARI2m cells: (EF): Diagram of experimental design and quantification of disease progression by weekly bioluminescence imaging and overall survival of the different group of mice (G). (H) Flow cytometry of bone marrow (BM) and spleen of mice at the end of the experiment.
(I) Percentage of total T cells and CART cells in BM and spleen in mice treated with ARI2m. (J). Soluble BCMA (sBCMA) from
mice serum after being treated with ARI2m or UT T cells. *p<0.05.
Figure 2: Humanization of ARI2m into ARI2h and comparison of affinity and immunogenicity of ARI2m vs ARI2h (see also
Supplementary Figure 1): (A). Limiting dilution cytotoxicity assay of ARI2m vs both humanized versions (Blast and Germline).
(B). Predicted affinities of 9-mer peptides derived from either ARI2m or ARI2h scFv against HLA-I. Total number of sites with
predicted affinity <100nM is shown on the left, and specific interactions of HLA-I alleles with each 9 mer peptide of the scFv is
shown on the right. (C). Estimation of the binding affinity of both scFv against human and murine BCMA. Difference in Gibbs free
energy (ddg) between the complex and its separated components for each protein pair highlights the inability of any of the antibodies
to target murine BCMA. (D). Local structural comparison between both scFv performed through RMSD. CDR positions are highlighted in green while sequence differences between the two antibodies are mapped in gray under the curve. Resolution of the template structure of the Ab is represented as a dashed line. The graphic shows low structural drift on the antibodies’ CDRs between the
two antibody variants. (E). Phenotype characterization of T cells transduced with either ARI2m or ARI2h CAR construct and after
being expanded for 7 days (n=3). (F) Long-term cytotoxic assay comparing ARI2m vs ARI2h cells against ARP1 (MM) and K562
with its proliferation (G) and IFNγ, TNFα and IL1β production (H). *p<0.05.
Figure 3: In vivo efficacy of ARI2m cells and ARI2h cells: Mice received MM cells on day 0, and were treated at the indicated
days. Disease progression followed by weekly bioluminescence in the early disease model (A) and advanced disease model (B) and
its quantification, respectively (C). (D) Kaplan-Meier curve representing the overall survival of the different groups of mice. (E)
Total CD3+T cells and percentage of ARI2 cells from CD3+ T cells population found in BM and spleen for both early and advanced
disease models. (F) ELISA of IFNγ from mice serum at day 3 and 31 for the early disease model and at day 5 and 21 for the advanced disease model. *p<0.05
Figure 4: Humanization of ARI2m enhances cytotoxicity against highly advanced myeloma disease: (A) Schematic representation and images of in vivo experiment in mice receiving ARP1 MM cells and treated either with ARI2m or ARI2h cells. (B) Disease
progression followed by weekly bioluminescence of experiment in (A). (C). Total CD3+T cells and percentage of ARI2 cells from
CD3+ T cells population found in BM. (D) Graph showing scheme of consecutive challenges of CART cells to MM cells. (E) Percentage of CART cells in CD4 or CD8 T cell subsets after each challenge. *p<0.05. **p<0.0001.
Figure 5: ARI2h induces a lower TNFα production than ARI2m: (A) Schematic representation of monocytes and T cell isolation
from the same buffy coat and its differentiation into macrophages, CART in vitro expansion and co-culture with MM cell lines. (B)
Cytotoxicity and (C) production of IFNγ, IL6, TNFα and IL1β of ARI2m co-cultured with ARP1 cells with or without macrophages.
(D) Cytokine production over 48h of IFNγ, IL6, TNFα and IL1β after co-culturing ARI2m/ARI2h with macrophages and ARP1 MM
cells. Macrophages were added at a 1:3 ratio macrophage:CART. *p<0.05. **p<0.0001.
Figure 6: Efficient clinical productions and activities of ARI2m and ARI2h cells: (A and B): Clinical expansion of ARI2m and
ARI2h cells showing the total T cells (A) and the total CART cell number (B) achieved at the end of the expansion. (C).
Cytototoxicy assays against U266 MM cell line of both ARI2m and ARI2h cells at the end of the expansion. Results from A-C show
median of four clinical expansions of ARI2m and ARI2h cells. (D-E). Detailed comparison of the four clinical productions
performed in two different institutions, showing the percentage of each cell population achieved (D) and the specified parameters for
product release (E).. *p<0.05. **p<0.0001.
Figure 7: Soluble and released BCMA impacts ARI2 activity (See also supplementary movies): (A) Measurement of sBCMA
from patients with monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS), MM at diagnosis (Dx) and at relapse. (B) Cytotoxicity assay and IFNγ production of ARI2m cells co-cultured with ARP1 MM cells, adding recombinant BCMA protein (BCMA)
at 10,000ng/mL (C). 24h cytotoxicity assays of ARI2m cells with ARP1 MM cells adding recombinant BCMA at the indicated doses. (D) MFI of BCMA and sBCMA (E) of ARP1 MM cells alone or in co-culture with either ARI2m or UT T cells with or without
DAPT. (F) Design of cytotoxic assays in transwell (TW) plates analyzing the impact of sBCMA and DAPT. ARI2m cells and ARP1
cells are co-cultured in the well, and additional ARP1 cells are added in the TW as a source for continuous release of sBCMA. (G)
Cytotoxicity, IFNγ production and T cell proliferation of experiment designed in (F). (H) Confocal fluorescence image of MM cells
stained with a cell tracker CMAC where BCMA is visualized with a monoclonal anti-BCMA. (I and J) Time lapse images from two
different in vivo time lapse experiments over three hours of ARI2m stained with cell tracker CMAC and co-cultured with either
RPMI MM cells (I) or ARP1 MM cells (J) over-expressing BCMA in GFP (See also Supplementary movies 1 and 2). (K). Co-
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culture assay of T cells with MM-RPMI cells overexpressing BCMA-GFP adding in parallel Latrunculin A. % of T cells acquiring
BCMA-GFP in their surface is shown. (L). MM-RPMI cells and ARI2m cells were co-cultured for 2 hours to allow transfer of
BCMA-GFP to ARI2m cells, then ARI2m cells were sorted and added into a 48h cytotoxicity assays against RPMI-MM cells.
*p<0.05. **p<0.0001.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Additional comparison of ARI2m vs ARI2h. (A) Amino acid sequences of both scFv for ARI2m
and ARI2h. (B) Percentage of ARI2m cells before and after cryopreservation. UT T cells are shown as control. (C) Limiting
dilution cytotoxicity assay of ARI2m and UT T cells vs MM cells (ARP1 and U266). (D). Protein-protein interfaces between the
two scFv variants (J22.9 and J22.9h) and the two BCMA homologues. Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) between variants is
annotated. (E). Phenotype characterization of T cells transduced with either ARI2m or ARI2h CAR construct and after being
expanded for 7 days (n=3). EM (effector memory), CM (central memory), SCM (stem cell memory).

Supplementary Movie 1: live time lapse images of ARI2m cells stained in blue (CMAC) and RPMI-MM cells overexpressing
BCMA fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP). Images were acquired every 20 seconds using a Leica SP5 confocal
microscopy.
Supplementary Movie 2: live time lapse images of ARI2m cells stained in blue (CMAC) and ARP1-MM cells overexpressing
BCMA fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP). Images were acquired every 20 seconds using a Leica SP5 confocal
microscopy.

Supplementary methods:
Cell cultures: RPMI8226, U266 and K562 cell lines were purchased from American Tissue Culture
Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). ARP1 cell line was kindly provided by Multiple Myeloma Research
Center (Little Rock, AK, USA). Cell lines K562, RPMI8226 and ARP1 were cultured in RPMI with 10%
Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 1% Penicillin/streptomycin (Pen/Strep) and U266 with 15% FBS.
HEK293-T cells were cultured with DMEM with 10% FBS and 1% Pen/Strep.
Virus production and T cell transfection: HEK293-T cells were transfected with lentiviral vectors
(pCCL-EF1α-BCMA, pREV-REV, pMDLg/pRRE and pCMV-VSV-G). Lentiviral supernatant was
collected 48 hours later and concentrated with LentiX-Concentrator (Clontech, Takara) following the
manufacturer’s protocol. Concentrated lentivirus was kept at -80ºC until use. T cells from healthy donors
were activated on day 0 with CD3/CD28 Dynabeads and transduced with concentrated lentivirus on day 2
in media containing Polybrene (Merck Millipore). Spinoculation was performed using centrifugation at
2,000 rpm for 1hour.
CART cell expansion: Lymphocytes were obtained by Ficoll and magnetic T cell depletion (Miltenyi
Biotec). T cells were expanded in Click’s media (50% RPMI, 50% Click’s (Irvine Scientific), 5% human
Serum and 1% Pen/strep), activated with Dynabeads Human T-Activator CD3/CD28 (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and IL-2 (100 IU/mL) every other day. Experiments were performed after 8-10 days of T cell
expansion.
Flow cytometry: CAR-BCMA was detected with a recombinant BCMA-Fc protein (Enzo Life Sciences)
and a secondary antibody anti-human IgG Fc conjugated to Brilliant Violet (BV)-421 (Biolegend).
Antibodies used were CD3-APC, CD8-PeCy7 and CD4-APCH7 (Becton Dickinson). Memory subsets
were identified with CD45Ra-APC (Biolegend), CCR7-BV510 and CXCR3-Alx-488 (BD biosciences).
MM cells were stained with CD138-BV421 (Becton Dickinson) and BCMA-APC (Biolegend). Flow
cytometry analysis was performed using FlowJo software.
Cytotoxicity: Assays were performed using different effector:target ratios and at different time-points.
Target cells used in these assays had been previously modified with a lentiviral vector to over-express
GFP-firefly luciferase (GFP-ffLuc). Percentage of remaining live GFP+ tumor cells was analyzed by flow
cytometry according to the following formula: % of live cell=100x(N. of GFP+ cells with T cells at time
x /N of GFP+ cells alone at time x).
Immunogenicity prediction: NetMHC uses an approximation algorithm that reliably predicts the affinity
of peptides of lengths 8, 10 and 11, for which affinity data for training are rare. The method uses
predictors trained on peptides of length 9 to successfully extrapolate to other lengths. In short, the method
approximates each peptide of any length to a number of 9-mers, by inserting X (for 8-mers) or deleting
amino acid(s) (for 10- and 11-mers) and set the final prediction to an average of the 9-mer predictions.
Bind Level indicates if the peptide is predicted to bind stronger than a certain threshold. Predicted
affinities weaker than 500 nM or lower than the 1% percentile score have no indications 1-3.
In vivo myeloma murine model: 8-12 weeks old NOD/SCID IL-2Rcnull (NSG) mice were irradiated at
2Gy at day -1. At day 0, mice received i.v. 1-1.5 x106 GFP-ffLuc-ARP-1 cells. Either at day 6 or day 14,
depending on the disease model, mice received i.v. either untransduced (UT) T cells or CART cells. Mice
were subjected to weekly bioluminescence imaging (BLI) using a Hamamatsu color CDD camera
(Hamamatsu Photonics Systems, Bridgewater, NJ) following IP injection of D-luciferin (20 mg/mL PBS).
Signal was quantified using Image J software.

Proliferation assays: CART cells were stained with CellTrace™ CFSE Cell Proliferation Kit
(Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific) before being co-cultured under different conditions and cell lines
for 96 hours. Proliferation was analyzed by Flow cytometry.
Cytokine production and sBCMA: IFN-γ, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1β cytokines were quantified by ELISAs
(ELISA MAXTM Deluxe Set, Biolegend) following manufacturer’s protocol. Soluble BCMA was detected
by ELISA (Human BCMA/TNFRSF17 DuoSet ELISA, R&D systems) following manufacturer’s
protocol.
Macrophage differentiation: After performing Ficoll, monocytes were isolated with RosetteSep Human
Monocyte Enrichment Cocktail (Stem Cell Technologies) and macrophages were differentiated from
monocytes after 1 week expansion with RPMI 10% FBS and 0.1mg/ml M-CSF (Thermo Fisher
Scientific).
Confocal microscopy: RPMI cell line overexpressing BCMA fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP)
was generated and then co-cultured with CART cells stained with Cell TrackerTM Blue CMAC Dye
(Thermo Fisher Scientific). BCMA was also detected by confocal fluorescence microscopy with
monoclonal anti-TNRSF17 mouse antibody (Sigma-Aldrich) and secondary anti-mouse IgG Alexa 647
(Cell signaling Technologies). Images were acquired using a Leica SP5 microscope. 405, 488 and 633
lasers were used for excitation. For time lapse experiments, in vivo image acquisitions were performed
every 20 seconds.
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